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FARM BUSINESS ANALYSIS SUMMARY 
A GUIDE TO INTERPRETATION OF THE COMPUTER PRINTOUT 
Introduction 
This manual is to be used by those persons wanting to develop a better 
understanding of the computer print-out for the Ohio State University Farm 
Business Analysis program. The method of calculatin~ each figure is presented 
as well as a short explanation of what it means. Standards are presented 
where they are available to help indicate whether the value calculated is good, 
Poor, or about average for a particular farm. 
Very few farmers will find it necessary or want to read this manual in 
its entirety. Calculations for the total Farm Analysis are pre~ented on the 
first pages of the computer print-out. These explanations which are found in 
the first half of the manual apply to all farms. The remainder of the manual 
is devoted to explaining calculations in the various crop and livestock enter-
prise sections. An individual will find it necessary to read only the explana-
tion for those calculations which are not clear in either the total farm 
analysis or his particular enterprise section. 
Calculations are explained for each item of information. For example, 
the method of calculating Gross Income per $1,000 invested is discussed as 
well as desirable standards (i.e., figures which indicate what other farmers 
are doing) for different type farms. All other calculations are similarly 
explained and desirable standard9 are provided when they are available. 
The first pages of the computer print-out provide an analysis of the 
TOTAL farm business. In addition, if sufficient information has been pro-
vided, one or more enterprise analyses is presented. 
When looking at the analysis, the individual farmer, farm manager, lender, 
etc. can determine the profitabilitv of the business, how efficiently resources 
were used, strong and weak points in the operation, and growth or progress of 
the business over time. 
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
Page one and two (the business highlights) presents a summary of the 
entire business. All calculations apnearing on this page are repeated on 
various pages of the report but are pulled together here in order to allow 
the farmer or someone working with the farmer to analyze the business quickly. 
Prepared by John Bastian, Reed D. Taylor, John E. Moore, and Richard Duvick 
Extension Farm Management, Ohio State University, December, 1971. 
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2. !wo Options Are Availabl~ to you with the year-end analysis. A TOTAL 
farm analysis will be made for all fanns but where sufficient infor-
mation is provided, livestock or crop enterprise analysis will also 
be calculated. Columns 11-16 on page 2 and all of pages 3 and 4 should 
be completed if enterprise analysis is requested. If enterprise 
analysis is not requested, detach pages 3 and 4 and do not return with 
pages 1 and 2. 
3. Do Not Use DARK Shaded Areas! 
4. ~earest Whole Number--Round all figures to the nParest dollar, acre, 
bushel, ton, month, etc. 
5. Do Not Cross Out A Line Or Write In Items-Each line as printed must 
remai.n. If you scratch out a line and write in some other ident ifi.-
cation, the figures you enter will be treated as though they 'Here for 
the wording as printed. 
6. Business To Be Included---The analysis is for the opf'rator's business 
and includes receipts, expenses, and inventories as incurred by the 
operator. Tenants should not include receipts, expenses, and inven-
tories for landlords and vice versa. Caution should be taken not to 
douhJ_e count or leave out items that are in inventory. For example, 
livestock sold in the current period with payment received in the next 
period should be entered either as ending inventorv or as cash receipts 
but not both. 
IDD,ITIFICATION INFORMATION 
1. Name--The operator's name and/or the farm number should he entered 
here. Complete operator's address, county, and year which the informa-
tion represents. 
2. _?_-wne::-ship Classification---The following general guidelines are suggeste1 
for determining the appropriate classification: 
a. Full O'Nner--In addition to the full owner who is in the crop 
or 1 ivestock business,. this group should include the crop 
farmer who cash rents all of his unowned land. Also, farms 
with less than 15 percent of the acreage share rented would 
be classified as Full Owners. 
b. ?art Owner - Part Tenant-The farmer who owns a farm and rents 
other acreages on a percentage share has is. Farmers 'Nho mm 
more than 15 percent and share rent more than 15 percent of 
~he acreage which they farm would be classified as Part Owner -
?art Tenant. 
c. renant Onl_y--The tenant shares in all returns from crop and 
iivestock. Also included 'Nould be farmers owning livestock 
or some of the acreage whic1i they farm, hut the amount of 
:icreage owned is less than 15 percent of the total acreage 
farmed. 
d. Tenant and Landlord--The total farm receipts and expenses are 
reported as one operation. This 'Nou1d include father-son 
partnerships. 
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an overall analysis of investment for each enterprise is conducted in the 
~ummarv. The turnover ratio for each enterprise can be a good indicator 
when compared to previous vears or to state averages. 
The overall farm summarv gives a combined analvsis of vour farm 
operation. This mav tell vou that things are going right or wrong, but 
it will not tell vou where things are right or wt'ong. In order to find 
where the strong points and the weak points of vour business are. vou must 
request a detailed analvsis of each of vour enterprises. The information 
vou receive through the farm records analvsi9 can onlv be as accurate as 
the information you put in. It is therefore verv important to keep accurate 
records of your far~ operation. 
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INCOME 
CASH RECEIPTS: Individual receint account totals are renrinted from the 
7363 and totaled. 
CAP ITAL GAINS _ _ANI2f_'2_R LOSSES: The net sales value of Raised Breeding 
Animals plus the gain on the sale of Purchased Breeding Animals plus the 
gain on the sale of ~!achinerv and f.ouipment less the loss on the sale of 
Purchased Breeding Animals, less the loss on the sale of Hachinerv and Equip-
ment provide this value. These amount5 are taken directlv from the 7363. 
INVENTORY CHANGES: Subtract beginning from closing inventorv to obtain 
net ~ain or loss for each item. Items to be included are Raised BreedinP, 
Livestock, ~arket Ljvestock, r.rain, Hay, Supplement, Supplies, and Ferti-
lizer. These amounts are taken directlv from the 7361. This value indi-
cates the total net increase or decrease in value of inventorv items. 
FEEDER LIVESTOCK: Feeder livestock ourchases are subtracted from grosc; 
income to reflect actual farm Production. 
GROSS FARM INCOME: Cash Receiuts are adiusted for inventorv changes and 
capital gains or losses. Cash Receipts Plus changes in (Raised Breeding 
Livestock, Market Livestock, Grain, Hav, Supnlement, Supplies, and 
Fertilizer Inventories) + capital gainc; or losses for Breeding Livestock, 
Purchased Breeding Livestock, 1'1achinerv and Equipment - Feeder Livestock 
purchases gives this figure. The necessarv preliminarv calculatjons have 
been performed in the above preceding steps. 
EXPENSES 
CASH EXPENSES: Individual expense account totals are renrinted from 
the 7363 and totaled. 
DEPRECIATION: Depreciation amountc; listed on the 7363 are totaled. 
Items to be included are buildings, fence and tile. machinerv and equip-
ment, and Purchased Breeding Livestock. 
INTEREST NOT CHARGED: Interest not yet charged is charged here at 6 per-
cent. The only:Git'erest recorded prior to this wac; interest paid. This 
interest value represents the monev which could be earned on eouitv capi-
tal if i:nvested elsewhere. Total Capital Investment x 6 percent minus 
paid interest (from page 1 column 2 of form 7363) indicates the intere~t 
on owned capital. 
FEEDER LIVESTOCK: Feeder livestock purehases are subtracted here to com-
pensate for the subtraction of feeder livestock from GROSS FAR'1 INCO"ft:. 
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TOTAL FARM EXPENSE: CASH EXPENSES+ DEPRECIATION-+- INTEREST NOT CHARGED+ 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR - FEEDER LIVESTOCK PURCHASES provide this value. 
MANAGEMENT INCOME AND PROFIT: TOTAL FARM EXPENSE is subtracted from GROSS 
FARM INCOME to obtain this value. 
MANAGEMENT INCOME AND PROFIT AS A PERCENT OF GROSS FARM INCOME: MANAGEMENT 
INCOME AND PROFIT divided bv GROSS FARM INCOME provides this value. 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR: This is calculated by adding the wages 
earned by the unpaid operator, wife, and family (wages earned by each 
equals hours worked by each x the value per hour for each entered on 7363.) 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR AS A PERCENT OF GROSS INCOME: UNPAID 
OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR divided by GROSS FARM INCOME provides this value. 
OVERHEAD COSTS: This is the sum of all depreciation items plus Building Re-
pairs, Interest, Taxes, Cash Rent, Insurance, and Interest Not Charged. 
Note that this figure includes a charge for interest on owned capital. These 
costs are essentially fixed and must be Paid whether much or little is pro-
duced. 
OVERHEAD COSTS AS A PERCEJf.r OF GROSS INCOME: OVERHEAD COSTS are divided by 
GROSS FARM INCOME. This value indicates how much of your receipts are used to 
pav Overhead Expenses. If these exnenditures for taxes. depreciation, insurance 
and interest are too large or too great uer unit produced, it is difficult to 
have a orofitable farming operation. 
Burden of Overhead Differs With Types_of Farms 
The following values are for owner operator units 
Poor Better Good 
Dairy, Dairy-Cash 
Crop, Corn-Hog + 
Cash Crop 45i 33% 28% 
Dairy-Hog General 35 30 26 
Livestock 30 27 24 
Dairy-Poultry 
Poultry 25 15 11 
These standards will vary by ownership classification also. For example, the 
previous values are for an owner-operator. Corresponding values for a tenant 
operation would be substantially less for all farm types. Values for a part-
owner, part-tenant would fall between these two. 
VARIABLE COST: This is the sum of the expense items on the 7363 not designated 
as fixed. They are Hired Labpr, Feed Purchased, Farm Supplies, ~achinerv Re-
_,,_ 
pairs, Fuel. Oil, and Grease, f.lectricity, Telephone, ~iscellaneouc;. Seeds and 
Plants, Fertilizer and LiT!le, "1achine Hire and Trucking, Auto fxpen'3ec;, Veteri-
nary and Medicine, Breeding Fee<:: and Registration. These coc;ts varv with pro-
duction. 
VARIABLE COST AS A PERCENT OF GROSS TNCOMI:: VARIABLE COST ic; divided bv GROSS 
FARM INCOME. Thie; value indicatec; how much of your receiptc; are used to nay 
variable expenses. For an owner-ooerator, in general for livec;tock thic; should 
be 40-50 percent except hogc; which should he in the 50 percent range. For a 
general crop farm thic; percent c;hould be in the 30-40 percent range. 
NET CASH INCOME: Thie:; is calculated by deducting the CASH EXPHlSES from 
CASH RECEIPTS. 
NET FARI{ INCOM~: GROSS FARl>.f INC0~1E- CASH EXPENSES - DEPRI:CIATION + Feeder 
Livestock Purchasec; provide<:: this figure. Since Breeding Livestock Saleq are 
included in the Gross Income Comoutatjon thev thus affect the Net Farm Income. 
TOTAL INVESTMENT: Inventory and depreciable items average values for the year 
are totaled to determine Total Canital Investment in the farm business. Add 
Beginning and Closing Inventory items (from the 7363) and divide bv 2 to find 
average inventory values. Items to be included are Raised Breeding Livestock 
~arket Livestock, Grain, Hay, Supplement, ~upplies, Fertilizer, Purchased 
Breeding Livestock, ~fachinerv and Equipment, Buildings and Fences, and the 
Current Agricultural Value of Land. 
RETURN TO INVESTMENT: NET FAR"'1 INC01'1E + PAID INTEPEST (from form 7303) -
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR Provides this value. 
PERCENT RETURN ON _INVESTI1'ENT: RETU>tN TO INVEST"1El\IT is divided hy TOTAL INVEST-
MENT to calculate this figure. Here the residual income (i.e., the income left 
after deducting unpaid operator and family labor) is desivnated as a percent 
return on investment. A zero return for manapement is assumed. 
GROSS INCOME PER $1,QQ_O !~!VESTED: Gross Farm Income i~ divided bv TOTAL INVEST-
MENT x $1,000. This value indicates the rate at which capital is turned over 
on the farm. How well are vou usin~ vour capital? Does it work for you on 
more than one "shift"? 
Poor Better Good 
Poultry ?400 '?700 $1,000 
Dairy-Poultry 280 320 350 
r.eneral Livestock 220 260 300 
Dairy Cash Crop 220 260 100 
Pairy 200 250 300 
Co:rn-R<n~ 160 180 210 
n;;i:t~y-~g zoo 250 300 
•11k ~~:p 1'° 180 210 
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LABOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR: The LABOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR is computed by dividing 
the labor used on the farm (taken from page l of form 7361) by the amount that 
would have been used if the individual would have worked at the standard effi-
ciency rate. (See page 10 of this pamphlet for further explanation.) 
'R.ETIJRN TO UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND PROFIT: This is 
calculated by adding UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR TO MANAGDl:ENT INCOME AND 
PROFIT. The per hour figure is calculated by dividing the MAN-EQUIVALENT HOURS 
WORKED BY UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY into RETURN TO UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY 
LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND PROFIT. MAN-EOUIVALENT HOURS WORKED BY UNPAID OPERATOR 
AND FAMILY is computed by subtracting Hours of Hired Labor (from page 1 of 
form 7363) from NUMBER OF MAN-EOUIVALENT HOURS USED (see page 9 for explana-
tion of this calculation.) 
CASH RECEIPTS: All receipt items entered on form 7363 are copied over here. 
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS: The sum of all cash receipt items. 
CASH EXPENSES: All expense items entered on page l of form 7363 are copied 
over here. 
TOTAL CASH EXPENSES: The sum of all cash expense items. 
CAPITAL GAIN: These entries are copied over from pa~e 1 of form 7363. 
TOTAL CAPITAL GAIN OR LOSS: The sum of the capital losses are subtracted 
from the sum of the capital gains to find this fi~ure. 
NET INVENTORY CHANGE: The difference between beginning and closing inventories 
is found and entered here as either a gain or a losR. 
TOTAL INVENTORY CH.ANGE: The sum of the inventory losses are subtracted 
from the sum of the inventory ~ains to find this total. 
DEPRECIATION: 
here. 
The entries on form 7363 under depreciation are copied over 
TOTAL DEPRECIATION: The sum of all depreciation entries. 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT: The beginning inventorv and cloRing inventory items from 
page 1 of form 7363 are added together and divided by 2 to find the capital 
investment in each of the categories. 
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT: The CAPITAL INVESTMENT items are added together 
to find this ca~tion. 
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RATIO AHALYS1S nF FA.fP1 A!\ll I'NTEPP'PISFS 
The overall farm, all crofls, and, if detailed analv<;ic; i<; requested, each 
of the enternrises are analvzed by ratios to detPrmine nrofit Margjn, turno~er 
of assets, and return~ on investment. E~ch ot the ratio calculations is ex-
plained below along with a brief exnlanatinn of how the ratio mav he usPd. 
A. I1ANAGE"-1EUT INCOME AND PROFIT + INTERI:ST/f;ROSS INCOM'E: The VA}TAGPvfENT 
INC"<li.1f- AND PROFIT figu~r""e-+PAID-INTERE-ST + TNTE'PEST NOT CHARGf.D from the 
farm or enterprise in question is divided bv the anpronriate r,posc; T~1C0'1E 
FIGURr: (GROSS FARM INCO"'fE, VALUE OF ALL CROPS, or VALUf OF At:Y E1\TERPRISE). 
This ratio shows how much nrofit is made on each dollar of sales. 
B. GROSS INC0'1E/TOTA~INVEST-1ENT: The anpropriate GROSS INCOHT: fi.gure des-
cribed above is divided by vour reported TOTAL INVEST"1ENT for the appro-
priate enterprise (from oage 3 of for~ 7363). This ratio will tell vou 
how manv dollars of sales are generated from each dollar of assets vou 
have for the farm or a particular enternrise. 
C. ~ANAGEMENT Uf.COM~ AND PROFIT + INTI:'lEST /TOTA~_I_NVE§_N'ENT: "fM;AiiE'1EN'T 
INCOME AND PROFIT + PAID INTEREST + INTFREST NOT CHARGED for the enter-
prise or overall farm is divided bv the amount of Total Investment vou 
have tn that enterprise or overall farm. Thi~ ratio can also be found 
by multiplving the ratio described in A above by the ratio described in 
B above. This ratio tells how much profit is generated for each dollar 
vou have invested (owned plus debt capital). 
These ratios don't mean much by themselves, but when vou compare them 
with previous vears of the same farm or enterorise, with ~tate averages. and 
particularly with each other, you can see how vour enterprise is doing in 
comnarison with others on vour farm at present, on vour farm in the past, 
and on other farms in the state. 
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LABOR EFFICIENCY 
REPORTED LABOR USED ON FARM: Each of these entries is copied over from 
page 1 of form 7363. 
NUMBER OF M.Al'\!-E~LENT HOURS USED: Hours of operator labor + . 8 times 
the number of hours of unpaid labor done by wife and familv ~ver 14 + .S 
times hours of unpaid familv labor under 14 + hours of hired labor. All 
the hour figures used in this calculation are from page 1 of form 7363. 
NUMBER OF ?-HID USED: PMWU is the abbreviation for Productive "'fan Work 
Unit and represents one 10 hour dav. It is calculated bv dividing the 
number of HAN-EOUIVALENT HOURS USED bv 10. 
NUMBER OF MAN-YEAR E~ENTS USED: Number of PMWU used divided by 300. 
VALUE OF OPERATOR LABOR USED: Hours of Operator Labor used (from page 1 
of form 7363) times reported value per hour. 
VALUE OF UNPAID FAMILY LABOR USED: Hours of unpaid wife wCJrked times re-
ported value per hour + hours of unoaid familv labor over 14 times reported 
value per hour + hours of unpaid family labor under 14 times value per 
hour. All these value and hours are from page 1 of form 7363. 
VALUE OF HIRED LABOR USED: This figure is copied from page 1 of form 7363. 
VALUE OF TOTAL LABOR: VALUE OF OPERATOR LABOR USED + VALUE OF UNPAID 
FAMILY LABOR USED +VALUE OF HIRED LABOR USED. 
VALUE OF LABOR PER MAN HOUR EQUIVALENT: VALUE OF TOTAL LABOR divided by 
NUMBER OF MAN-EQUIVALENT HOURS USED. 
VALUE OF LABOR PER PMWU: VALUE OF TOTAL LABOR divided by NUMBER OF PMWU 
USED. 
VALUE OF LABOR PER MAN-YEAR EQUIVALENT: VALUE OF TOTAL LABOR divided by 
NUMBER OF ~N-YEAR EOUIVALENTS USED. 
PRODUCTIVE MAN WORK UNITS CHART: This chart explains the number of work units 
used on each enterprise on your farm. 
ITEM: Under this heading are printed the enterprise categories analyzed 
on your farm. 
STANDARD PMWU: (Per Unit Standard) - For each enterprise, a standard 
number of Productive Man Work Units per acre or unit of livestock is 
available (see pages 10, 11, and 12). This standard is listed here. 
Total Standard Hours - For each enterprise, the standard percent is 
multiplied by the number of units in the enterprise. This gives the 
number of PMWU that would have been used in the enterprise if labor was 
of standard efficiency. 
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~bor Cfficienc_y _'E_actor: The tot.-i.1 standard P~fWI.' for .tl 1 entPrnricec; :tr• 
added to~ether and the total ic; cnmnAred tn the total riuMber nf !inure; 
that vou reported used on nage l of form 7161. frol"l thi c; comnnri c;on i., 
developed the Labor Efficiencv Factor. 
Stand<trd P'1WU x Number of llni tci Labor ffficiencv Factor= ------------------~enorted P'-fWU on na?e 1 
Tf vou were able to care for more uni ti:; ner hour th11n the standard. 
this factor will be larger than t. For example, if vou reported 1,nnn liourc; 
used and the standard Jn1WU x Number of Units ciumc; to 1, ?5() hours, the lahor 
efficiencv factor wilt be 1.25. 
Standard Labor Adjustment Factor: This is the recinroca] of the 
labor efficiencv factor, (i.e., 1 divided bv the Labor Ffficiencv Factor). 
For the above example, it is 1 divided bv 1.25 = .8n. 
Adjusted Stand<!_rd ~: The unit and the total figurec; nre ohtained 
by multiplying the standard ~ for each enterprise hv the Standard Labor 
Ad1ustment Factor. This will change all the c;tandard figures to fit vour 
particular farm operation. For example, if vou actuallv used lec;q hourq 
than the standard indicates, the standardi:; are decreased to renreqent 
vour farm situation. This adiusted figure 1 s used in all labor efficiencv 
and labor cost calculations for onerations that did not renort their own 
labor figures in column 3 of nage 2 and uage 4. 
Individu~l~P~: If vou did report vour own labor figures in column 
3 of pa11,e 2 and r>age 4, these figures are listed under this headinv. The 
total figures are found bv multiplving the P\.fWIJ listed per unit hv the 
number of units in the enterorise. 
J..n9.!yidual Labo~ Adiu!!.~ent Factor: The total individunl P'fWU from 
each enterprise are added un and compared to the number of hours that vou 
actuallv used as reported on nage 1 of form 73n3. The Individual Lnhor 
Adjustment Factor is a result of this comoarison. 
Individual T.ahor Adjustment Factor = Hours renorted used on oage J 
-qer>orted Ind ivfdualLahor--
Factors x number of unitq 
Adjust~Individual PMWU: 
bv multiplying vour Individual 
This will correct vour reported 
reported used on pa~e l of form 
labor eff iciencv and labor cost 
The unit and the total fi~urec; are found 
NWU bv the Individual Lahor t\d iustment Factor. 
labor factors to account for the 1nhor vou 
736'3. This :'ldiusted figure will be uc:;ecl in all 
calculations. 
Standard P'M'WU (Productive \fan Work Units) for various farm enternri qeR. 
01 
02 
03 
Enterorise 
Corn-grain pi1wu equals Acres of Corn x . 5 
Sovheans-P'1WU eauals Acres of Sovbeans x .4 
Oats and/or Speltz-~.JU e~uals Acres of nats 
x .2 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
oq 
10-19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
42 
44 
49 
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Enterorise 
Wheat-P1'.1WU equals Acres of Wheat x .4 
Barley-PMWU equals Acres of Barley x .4 
Grain Sorghum-Pt-mu eQuals Acres of Sorghum 
x • 5 
No enterprise coded 07 
No enter~rise coded 08 
Other Grain-P"fWU equals Acres of Other x ,5 
Hay-PMWU equals Acres of Alfalfa hay (10) + 
Clover Mixed hav (11) + Other hay (19) x .9 
Green Choo-PM:WU equals Acres of Green Chop x .S 
Corn Silage-P"1WU equals Acres of Corn Sila~e 
x .8 
Haylage-PMWU equals Acres of Haylage x .5 
Direct Cut Grass Silage-22 percent D.~. - PMWU 
equals Acres of Grass Silage x .5 
Direct Cut Grass Silage-30 percent D.M. - PMWU 
equals Acres of Grass Sllage x .5 
Other Sila.ge-PMWU equals Acres of Other x . 7 
Cabbage-PMWU equals Acres of Cabbage x 7.0 
Potatoes-PMWU equals Acres of Potatoes x 5.0 
Grapes-PMWU equals Acres of ~rapes x 24.0 
Carrots-PMWU equals Acres of Carrots x 3.0 
Tobacco-PMWU equals Acres of Tobacco x 30.0 
Sugar Beets-PMWU equals Acres of Beets x 2.2 
Tom;.itoes-PMW!J equals Acre<; of Tomatoes x 22.0 
Pickles-?1WU equals Acres of Pickles x 10.0 
Popcorn-P'MWU equals Acres of Popcorn x .5 
Sweetcorn-PMWU equals Acres of Sweetcorn x 2.0 
Seedcorn-PMWU equals Acres of Seedcorn x .4 
Strawberries-PMWU equals Acres of Strawberries 
x 25.0 
Cucumber-PMWU equals Acres of Cucumbers x 10.0 
Other Special Crops-PMWU equals Acres of Spe-
cial x 10.0 
Rotation Pasture-PMWU equals Acres of Pasture 
x .2 
Permanent Pastures-P'MWU equals Acres of Pas-
tures x .1 
Diverted Acres-PMWU equals Acres of Diverted 
Acres x .2 
Other Land-PMWU equals Acres of Other x .1 
(For farms where the livestock is on a share basis, the numbers shown on form 
7363 (page 4) have to be increased to show the correct PMWU. M:ult:f.ply by (one 
divided bv the percent shown) to get the correct PMWU. For example, if opera-
tor share is 50%, multyply by 2. If 25%, multiply by 4. 
51 Dairv-PMWU equals Average No. of Dairy Co~s x 
6.0 + Avera~e No. of heifers in inventory x 
1.5 + Average No. Bulls in inventorv x 2.0 
52 
51 
54 
55 
56 
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Swine Farrowing-Pt.fWU equals litters x .l + 
Average tlo. of boan; x 3.n 
Swine Finish:ing-P'1WU equals nf't hog weight 
gained x .72. The net hog weight gained is 
calculated bv adding the weight of market 
ho~s sold + the weight of feeder nigc; ~nd 
shoats in ending inventorv-the weiP"ht of 
feeder nigs ourchased-the weight of c;hoatc; 
nnd feeder pigc; in beS?inninP" inventorv. 
Thie; sum ic; then divided bv 1,000. 
Beef Feeder-1"'1WU eoualc; net cattle wei~ht 
pained x 1.0 (The net catt]P weight gained 
is calculated hv addinP thP weight of beef 
feeders c;old + the weight of beef feeders 
in endinv inventorv-the weight of beef 
feederc; nurchased-the weight of beef feeders 
heginning inventorv. Thie; sum ic; then di-
vided bv l,Oon. One nroductive man work 
unit is ~c;c;umed to he reauired for each 
1,000 pounds produced). 
Beef Cow-~1Wl.J eouals No. of cows bred x 1. 2 + 
average No. of replacement heifers x 1.0 + 
average No. of bullc; x 'L 0 
Sheen: P"fWU equals 'To. of Fwes exnosed x 
.n +net lamb weight gained x .4 (Net lamb 
weight gained is calculated hv adding the 
weight of lambs sold + the weight of lambs 
in ending inventory - the weight of lambs 
purchased - the weight of lambs in beginn.ing 
inventory. This SUM is then divided bv 100). 
Poultrv-Layeri:i: NWU eauals Avera~e no. 
of laving hens, x .015. 
Broilers: Pl'iWU equals (lbs. Broiler~ Sold 
i' 1000) x .278 
Turkeys: ~WU eouals (lhs. Turkevs sold 
+ 1000) x .43. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
r:. 
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CROP PRODUCTION: All entries under the column acres are copied from page 
2 of form 7363. Yield is calculated bv dividing total production for each 
enterprise (from~ 5, page 2 of form 7363) bv the number of acres of 
that enterprise. These include all crops except snecial crops, pasture, 
diverted acres and woodland. 
GENERAL CROP ACRES: This is calculated bv adding the total acres of each 
general crop produced (those between 01 and 25). 
CODES FOR ENTERPRISE ANALYSIS 
~ 24 Direct Cut Grass 
00 All Crops Silage 30% ~oisture 
01 Corn 25 Other Silage 
02 Sovbeans 26 Cabbage 
03 Oats and/or Speltz ?..7 Potatoes 
04 Wheat 28 Grapes 
05 Barlev 29 Carrots 
06 Grain Sorghum 30 Tobacco 
09 Other Grain 31 Sugar Beets 
10 Alfalfa Hay 32 Tomatoes 
11 Clover, ~ixed Hay 33 Pickles 
12 Dehydrated Alfalfa 34 Popcorn 
19 Other Hay 35 Sweet Corn 
20 Green Chop 36 Seed Corn 
21 Corn Silage 37 Strawberries 
22 Havlage 38 Cucumbers 
23 Direct Cut Grass 40 Rotation Pasture 
Silage 22Z ~oisture 42 Permanent Pasture 
44 Diverted Acres 
SPECIAL CROP ACRES: This is calculated by adding the total acres of each 
special crop produced (those coded between 26 and 39). This excludes those 
crops designated as general crops (those with codes between 01 and 25). 
TOTAL HARVESTED CROP ACRES: This is calculated by addin~ the total acres 
of each crop produced. All crops coded from 01 to 39 plus diverted acreage 
(code 44). Rotation Pasture and Permanent Pasture is excluded. 
VALUE OF GENERAL CROPS: 
column 6 page 2 of form 
price per bushel or ton 
for each ~eneral crop. 
culation. 
The total production in bushels or tons (from 
7363) of each general crop is multiplied by the 
(from column 2 page 2 of form 7363 or from standards) 
Pasture and special crot>s are omitted from this cal-
F. VALUE OF SPECIAL CROPS: The dollars of total production for each of the 
special crops (from column 5 page 2 of form 7363) are added together to 
find this figure. Pasture and General Crops are omitted from this calcula-
tion. 
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r,, VALU~-~'_A1=_L CROPS: This fir;ure fq found hv adding VALIT nr r.•M'PAL riwr~ 
nlus VALUf.'. OF SPFCIAL coops nlus Lovern111ent Crop Pavmentq (froM colun.m 1 
page 1 of form 7163). Pasture has been excluded from thi~ fiourP. 
H. GCNERAL CROP PRODUCTI_ON J_ALUE PER AC'RF: Thie; figure is fnund hv dividino 
VA.LUE OF GENERAL CROPS bv r:E!lF'RAL CFOP ACRFS. 
f. SPECIAL CB_OP_:t:P:...ODU_CTION VALUE PEP AC~F: Thie; cakulation is donE> hv divi-
ding VALUE OF SPfCTAL CRl)PS bv SPJ::CTAL C'P..OP \\TU~C:. 
J. ALL _g~_Q.i:'_LRODUC_T_I_Q.t;l__.YAL~ _ _J'_E~ _AC'R!': This ic; foun0 hv r1 iv id ing FALlll np ALL 
CROPS bv TOTAL HARVESTT:D CRf1P ACln:s. 
K. Dl'{ERTE;_D_ACRES: This figure is cor>ied directlv frol'l Colurm 4, r0w T, page 
2 of form 7163. 
L. CROP ACRES PAYM'.ENT: 
page l of forM 7363. 
Thie; value ic; conied directlv from column 1, row ~. 
if, PERCENT OF GENERAL CROPS ~~CnRY._ A:ND SOYBEANS: This figure iB ca] culated 
bv dividing the sum of Total Acres of Corn+ Total Acre<i of Corn Silage+ 
Total Acres of Sovheans (frorn column 4 nage 2 of form 71fi 1) hv \,f:NT'.RAL 
GROF ACRES. 
N. PERCENT TOTAL TILLABLE ACRFS IN cnRN AN1) SOYBEANS: This figure is found 
by dividing the sum of Total Acres of Corn + Total Acres of rorn Silage + 
Total Acres of Soybeans (from column 4 nage 2 of form 73n3) hv TOTAL TILL-
ABLE ACRES. TOTAL TILLABLE AC'RES is found bv addiM rnTAL HAPVFSTFD cpnp 
ACRES + Acres of 'f.totation Pasture (from column 4 nage 2 of form 7%3.) 
O. FERTILIZER AND LIME COST PER ACRE: (This includes ;:iJl tillable and ner-
manent pasture acreage). This value is calculated bv dividing the Ferti-
lizer and Lime Expense figure (from page 1 of form 7363) bv the surn of 
TOTAL HARVESTED CROP ACRES + Rotation Pasture acreage (taken from nage 2 
of form 7363) + Permanent Pasture acreage (taken from nage 2 of form 7163) -
OTVERTED ACRES. This value should generally be higher on farms having a 
high percentage of tillable acres because pasture receives much lower 
applications of fertilizers. (Diverted Acree; excluded). 
P. MACHINERY INVESTMENT PER CROP ACRE: This figure is found hv dividing 
AVERAGE INVESNENT IN MACHINERY bv TOTAL TILLABLE ACRES (see '-;, above). 
AVERAGE INVESTMENT IN MACHINERY is found bv adding BeQ;inning and Ending 
~iachinery and Equipment Inventorv (from page 1 of form 736'3) and dividing 
bv 2. 
O. TOTAL POWER AND MACHINERY COST: This is calculated by summing the Expense 
Items from page 1 of form 7363 of ~achinerv Reoairs, Fuel, Oil, Grea~e, 
Machine Hire and Trucking, and Auto Expense. olus "-tachi.nerv and F.qui'Oment 
Depreciation + 6% of AVERAGE INVEST'1ENT IN MACHINERY (see calculation P 
above) - Custom Work Receiots (from column 1 oage 1 of form 71h3). Custom 
Work Receipts are deducted to remove those cost items which were not in-
curred by the farm business. This fi~ure mav include a value for onerator's 
labor and therebv deduct too much. To correct this vou muqt 1) have suh-
tracted operator's labor from Custom Work ~ecei~ts when vou entered it in 
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column 1 page 1 of form 7363, or 2) you mav change the figure on the print-
out to reflect the labor in Custom Work Receipts bv adding the Value of 
Labor Used in Custom Work to TOTAL POWER AND ~CHINERY COST. A figure of 
.15 times Custom Work Receipts may be used as a rule of thumb for deter-
mining the Value of Labor Used in Custom Work. 
R. MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE: This figure is found by dividin~ TOTAL POWER 
AND MACHINERY COST by TOTAL TILLABLE ACRES (explained in N. above). 
S. TOTAL VALUE OF FEED FED TO ALL LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES: This figure is found 
by multiplving the bushels, tons, or acres of each tvne of grown feed fed 
to livestock (from column 10 page 2 of form 7363) by the value of that feed 
per bushel, tons or acres and then adding these grown feed values to the 
value of purchased feeds (from page 2 of form 7363). 
Standard Prices 
If no value per bushel or ton is entered in column 2, page 2 of form 7363, 
the standard value listed below will be used. 
01 Corn $1.10 per bushel 
02 Soybeans 3.10 per bui=ihel 
03 Oats or Speltz .65 per bushel 
04 Wheat l.30 per bushel 
05 Barley .97 per bushel 
06 Grain Sorghum 1.85 per cwt. 
09 Other Grain 1.00 per bui::;hel 
10 Alfalfa Hay 25.00 per ton 
11 Clover, Mixed Ray 20.00 per ton 
19 Other Hay 20.00 per ton 
20 Green Chop 5.00 per ton 
21 Corn Silage 9.00 ner ton 
22 Haylage 16.50 per ton 
23 Direct Cut Grass Silage 221.: Dry Matter 6.25 per ton 
24 Direct Cut Grass Silage 307. Drv Matter 8.25 per ton 
25 Other Silage 8.00 per ton 
40 Rotation Pasture 12.00 per acre 
42 Permanent Pasture R.00 per acre 
T. VALUE OF NET LIVESTOCK INCREASE: This value is calculated differently de-
pending upon whether the individual wants only total farm analysis or 
whether he wants detailed analysis. 
For those wanting only total farm analysis, the information is all taken 
from page 1 of form 7363. It is calculated bv summing the receipts of 
milk and cream, poultry and eggs, wool, and other livestock products, 
breeding fees received, sale of market livestock + capital gains on raised 
breeding livestock and purchased breeding livestock + or - the change in 
raised breeding livestock inventory and market livestock inventorv - capi-
tal losses on purchased breeding livestock - feeder livestock purchases. 
For home consumed products to be included, they must have been included in 
the sales figures reported in column 1 of form 7363 or in the case of con-
sumed breeding livestock, the Capital Gains section of form 7363. 
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For those wanting detailed analysis, the information is taken from nage 1 
and page 4 of form 7363. It is calculated bv summing the receipts of milk 
and cream, poultrv and eggs, wool, other livestock nroducts, and breeding 
fees received from page 1 of the 7363. To this is added the difference 
between (Ending Inventory value + Sales value) - (Beginning Inventorv value 
+ Purchases value) for all livestock enternrises from page 4 of form 7363. 
The resulting value, by either method of calculation, renresents the total 
net dollars of livestock and livestock products produced during the year. 
U. RETURNS PER $ FEED FED TO ALL LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES: This is calculated 
by dividing VALUE OF NET LIVESTOCK INCREASE bv TOTAL VALUE OF FEED FED TO 
ALL LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES. Returns per dollar of feed fed should pav for 
the feed. labor and overhead (taxe~. interest, depreciation and repair) on 
buildings and equipment required bv the livestock. Some livestock enter-
prises require more costly buildings and equipment and involve more labor 
than others. When arriving at standards for a particular farm, consider 
relative portion of total feed consumed by each class of livestock. For 
example, if half of the feed went to dairy cattle and half to hogs, the 
expected standard return should be about half-wav between $2.00 and $1.60 
or $1.80. 
The necessary return will vary as costs of feed and labor fluctuate. 
Desirable Returns Per $1.00 of Feed Fed Varies By 
Tvpe of Enterprise 
Dairy Cattle 
Beef Breeding Cattle 
Fattening Cattle 
$2.00 
1.30 
1.25 
Hogs 
Sheep 
Poultrv 
$1.60 
1.50 
1.95 
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CROP SUMMARIES 
The following calculation are the same for each of the crop analyses, 
except the anal vs is of ALL CROPS (Coded 00). These different calculations are 
explained on page 18. 
ACRE INFORMATION 
The total for each of the calculations is described below. The per acre 
calculations are found by dividing the total by the number of acres of that 
crop as listed in column 4, Page 2 of form 7363. 
A. X PRODUCED: This figure (in bushels, tons, or dollars) is copied 
directly from column 5 page 2 of form 7363. This is not listed for ALL 
CROPS analysis (code 00). 
B. POUNDS PRODUCED: X PRODUCED is multiplied bv the number of pounds 
per bushel or by 2,000 if in tons. Pasture and special crops will not 
have a value for this calculation. This is not listed for ALL CROPS analy· 
sis (code 00). 
C. PRODUCTIVE MAN ~l!.!1].: ADJUSTED STANDARD ~ or ADJUSTED INDIVIDUAL 
PMWU per acre (see page 10 for explanation) ic; multiolied by the number of 
acres of the crop as reported in column 4, page 2 of form 7363. 
D. VALUE OF LABOR USED: This value is found bv multiplving PRODUCTIVE MAN 
WORK UNITS used in the enterprise by VALUE OF LABOR PKR PMWU ( explained on 
page 9 ). 
E. VALUE OF PRODUCTION: This value ii::t found by multiolving operators share of 
the bushels or tons produced in the enterorise (from column 6. oage 2 of 
form 7363) by the value per bushel or ton (as entered in column 2, page 2 
of form 7363 or a standard). For pasture this value will be the product of 
Pasture Acres Used (column 10, page 2 of form 7363) x Value Per Acre (under 
column 9, page 2 of form 7363). For Special Crops, this value will be copied 
over from column 5, page 2 of form 7363. For Diverted Acres, it will be copied 
directly from Government Crop Pavnients (Row N, Column 1 1 pa$?e 1 of form 7363). 
Expenses 
F. f!fili: These values are copied over from page 3 of form 7363. 
G. TOTAL CASH EXPENSES: The sum of all cash expenses. 
H. DEPRECIATION: These values are copied over from page 3 of form 7363. 
I. TOTAL DEPRECIATION: The sum of all depreciation expense items. 
J • UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR: VALUE OF LABOR USED minus HIRED LABOR 
EXPENSE gives this figure. 
K. INTEREST NOT CHARGED: This figure is found by multiplying Investment (f-rom 
page 3 of form 7363) by 6% and then subtracting PAID INTEREST EXPENSE. 
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L. 10TAL EXPENSES: Thie; ic; the sum of T01AL CASH EXPFNSF + TOTAL OI:PPfCTATION 
F.XPENSE + UNPAID OPERATOR AND FA>v!TL Y LARO'P + T\1TEPFST 1'101 CHARC.rn. 
M. '11ANAGEMENT INCO"tE AND PROFIT: Thie; figure ic; found hv c;ubtracting TOTA.L 
EXPENSES From VALUE OF PRODUCTIO~. 
N. VALUE OF PRODUCTION - CASH EXPENSES: Thie; value ic; found hv c;uhtracting 
CASH EXPENSES from VALUE OF PRODUCTWN, 
o. TOTAL INVESTMENT: Thie; value is for the enteroric;e in ouestion and ic; 
copied from nage 3 of form 7363. 
p, RETURN TO INVEST"fENT: Thi c; figure is found bv adding ~AN.Af.E\1ENT INCOME 
AND PROFIT and INTEREST J:K.PENSE (PAID INTEREST EXPfNSF + INTFPEST NOT CHA~GFD). 
O. PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT: Thie; figure ic; found hv dividing PFTURN TO 
INVESTMENT bv TOTAL INVFSTl-fENT and multinlving bv 100. 
R. RETURN TO UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR, MANAGWfENT A~TD PROFIT: The 
total figure is found bv adding tn~PAID OPERATOR A'ND FAMILY LABOR EXPf.NSE 
to MANAGEMENT INCOME AND PROFIT. The per hour figure is found bv dividing 
the total figure by HOURS OF UNPAID OPEllATOR AND FA~ILY LABOR. HOURS OF 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR is calculated bv multiplving PRODUCTIVE 
MAN WORK UNITS by 10 and subtracting HIRED LABOR HOURS for the enterprise. 
HIRED LABOR HOURS is calculated bv dividing Hired Labor Bxoense for the 
enterprise (from page 3 of form 736'3) bv VALUE OF HIRED LABOR PER HOPR. 
VALUE OF HIRED LABOR PER HOUR is calculated hv dividing total Hired Labor 
Expense (from page 1 of form 7363) bv Hired Labor Hours (from Page 1 of 
form 7363). 
CROP INDIVIDUAL ENTERPRISE EXPLANATION 
ALL CROPS 
This is for the code 00 in which all crops are analvzed together. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
CROP: Each of the crops included in this analvsis is listed here with the 
acr;age (from column 4, pa~e 2 of form 7363) and vield per acre. Yield oer 
acre is found by dividing total production of each crop (from column 5, Page 
2 of form 7363) by the number of acres of each cron (from column 4, page 2. of 
form 7363). Yield per acre for pasture and special crons will be omitted. 
Woodland and other land is omitted. 
All other calculations for the analvsis of All Crop~ are explained under Crop 
Summaries. 
All the other crops have the following calculations. 
A. PRODUCTION UNIT: This is the tvpe of unit which the cro~ is measured in 
such as bushels or tons. 
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B. POUNDS PER X This gives the number of pounds that is in a produc-
tion unit described in A above. 
C. ACRES: This is cooied from column 4. page 2 of form 7363. 
D. VALUE PER _i__ This is the value per production uni.t described in A 
above. It is either the value entered in column 2, page 2 of form 7363 or 
if vou have not entered a value, a standard value. ' 
E. VALUE PER POUND: This value is found bv dividin~ VALUE PER X by 
POUNDS PER X ----
-;>{)-
LTV ESTOCK Sf:H' IA f' TES 
(Calculations common to al] Livest0ck Enternric;es) 
In all livestock enterprise summaries. the calculations following the 
heading ''PF,R cow U.TFOR~1ATION''' "PER Cl.ff. nF ''ILK PlH)])lJCEll''. nr . PEP c~,rr. T'l-
FOR'tv!:ATTON" are computed exactlv the same, except fnr a few ca1cul!1tions in the 
dairv and milk summaries. These excentions will he exnlained in the dairv and 
milk summary explanation. 
The calculations following "PEP ___ X ___ TNFnR'.-iATTnl':" are exnlaincd he-
low. The remainder of the calculations for each enternrisP analvsis fnllnw 
this explanation under the variouc; enternrise hertrlings. 
The calculations explrtined here rtre for the TOTAL amount of eacl1 item. 
Per CWT. fi~ures are calculated bv dividing the totnl amount of e.:lch item hv 
the POUNDS OF X PRnDUClm (Tl-ie enterorise in <luesti.on such :u; nork, heef 
or milk) divided hv 100 (to convert to CWT.). POUND<; nF ---~\_ _____ PRnmJCf.D is 
exnlained under the enterprise sections that follnv. 
PER CWT. TNFORll-tATION 
A. PRODUCTIVE '1AN W1RK UNITS: ADJUSTED STANDATm P~fWU or An.n:STED TNDTVtnUAL 
P1''fWll for. each tvoe·-;r- ·anfmal in the enternrise (see nage 10 for exnlana-
tion of these items) is multi.plied hv the number of each tvne of animal in 
the enterprise. NUMB~ OF ANIMALS hv tvpe in the enternri se is calcul;1 teci 
hv adding the NU~BER OF ___ X ___ (each tvpe of animal) in he~inntng 1n-
ventorv to Nl~rnEP. OF __ .:s_ ____ in ending inventorv ."lncl divining hv 2. Fnr 
example, to find the Number of Animals in a swine farrowing and feeding enter 
nrise, Add the Number of Sows and Gilts in Beginning Tnventnrv tn thP. number 
in Ending Inventory and divide bv two. This averaP:e is multinli.ed hv the 
appropriate ad iusted PHWU figure to find number of P~H.JU used for sows and 
gilts. The same calculation is nerformed for Boars and for feeder ni~s. 
These P.1WU figures are then added together to give the totril P'!Wl1 usi>CT in 
the Swine enternrise. 
B. VALUE OF LABOR USED*: PRODUCTIVE 1'fAN WOT{K Um TS used in the enternr f se is 
-----·---
multinlied bv VALUE 0F LABOR PER P'f\.Jll (see nage 9) to give this figure. 
C. VALl:!_~OF _____ _;'f. ___ PRODUCTION: For each enternrise this vnlue is found bv 
adding the various tvpes of livestock sold from that enternrise nlus the 
value of animal products sold from the enternrise n1us chnnge in enternrisP 
inventorv value (Enrling Animal Inventorv Value minus Be~innine .".nirn:1l Tn-
ventorv Value) minus enternrise livestock nurchases. 
* Headings follo'Wed hv (*) are calculated exactlv the s:i111c for cron enter-
prises. These calculations have been exnlained under Crop ~'.uMmnries, but nre 
exolained again to avoid confusion. 
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Expenses 
CASH*: Copied over from page 3 of form 7363. 
TOTAL CASH EXPENSES*: The sum of all cash expenses. Feeder livestock 
purchases are not included in this figure. 
DEPRECIATION*: Copied over from page 3 of form 7363. 
TOTAL DEPRECIATION*: The sum of depreciation items. 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR*: VALUE OF LABOR USED minus HIRED LABOR 
EXPENSE. 
INTEREST NOT CHARGED*: Investment (from na~e 3 of form 7363) times 6% minus 
PAID INTEREST EXPENSE. 
HOME GR.OWN FEEDS: Number of bushels or tons of feed fed to enterorise times 
the value per bushel or ton plus the number of acres of pasture used by enter-
prise times the value per acre for pasture. 
TOTAL EXPENSES: TOTAL CASH EXPENSE + TOTAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE + UNPAID 
OPERATOR AND FA11ILY LABOR + INTEREST NOT CHARGED + HOM:E GROWN' FEEDS gives this 
total value. 
MANAGEMENT INCOHE AND PROFIT*: VALUE OF ENTERPRISE P'R0DUCTION minus TOTAL 
EXPENSES gives this figure. 
VALUE OF PRODUCTION - CASH EXPENSES *: TOTAL CASH EXPENf:ES are subtracted from 
VALUE OF PRODUCTION for the enterori~e to give this value. 
TOTAL INVESTMENT*: This enterprise investment figure is copied from page 3 of 
form 7363. 
RETURN TO INVES™ENT*: 1.1ANAGFNENT INCOME AND PROFIT nlus PAID INTEREST 
EXPENSE nlu~ INTEREST NOT CHARGED for the enterprise gives this figure. 
PERCENT RETURN ON INVES™ENT*: This figure is calculated by dividing RETURN 
TO INVESTMENT bv TOTAL INVEST'MENT and multiplying by 100. 
TOTAL FEED COST: VALUE OF SUPPLEMENT plus VALUE OF GRAIN plus VALUE OF 
ROUGHAGE gives this figure. 
Feed Required 
POUNDS OF SUPPLEMENT and VALUE OF SUPPLFJ1ENT: Copied from enterprise column, 
page 2 of form 7363. 
POUNDS OF GRAIN: The sum of the pounds of home grown grain fed to the enter-
prise in question and purchased grain fed to that enterprise. Pounds is 
determined by multiplying bushels of each grain times pounds per bushel of each 
type of grain. 
*Headings followed by (*) are calculated exactly the same for crop 
enterprises. These calculations have been explained under Crop Summaries 
but are explained again to avoid confusion. 
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POUNDS OF ROUGIIM~f--HAY FOl'JVALJ'[J'l': ihP pnunds of the> different forns 0 ; nown 
and purchased roughage fed to the entt"rnrise in riuestion nn:• ronverted to 
nounds of h:iv equivalent and anded together. Hav equivalent is found hv mult t-
p]ying the pounds of the rou?;hap;e i.n ciuestion by its hav eou:ivnlent factor 
(see the table below). l'his :is the noundc; 0f drv h<iv th::tt the rnughRge i c; 
equal to in feed value. 
Green Chop 
Direct Cut Silage 
Wilted Grass Silage 
Corn Silage 
Haylage 
Other Silage 
HAY f."UIVALFNT FACTORS 
18'7 Drv "latter 
22% Drv '-fatter 
10'7' Drv 'fatter 
10/ lJrv '-fatter 
45% Drv 'fatter 
Note that pasture is left out of this calculation. 
1/5 
1/4 
1/1 
l/1 
l/~ 
1/1 
VALUE OF GRAIN: This figure is found hv Multinlving the hushelB of each tvne 
of raised grain fed to the enterprise in question (from pagp 2 of form 73A1) 
times the value ner bushel and adding this to the value of nurchao:;Pcl grain fed 
to the enterorise (from nage 2 of form 7361). 
VALUE OF ROUGHAGES: This is found bv multiolving the tons of each tvnP of 
roughage fed to the enterprise in question times the value ner ton of each 
tvpe of roughage, plus the value oer acre of pasture times tl\P number of nas-
ture acres fed to the enternrise in t"JUestion nlus the value of nurchased 
roughage fed to the enterprise. 
RETIJRN TO UNPAID OPE~_T_9E._.A_~ _ _FA''[ILY __ LAB013..t_3ANAS.:.B-fENT AND_E'P_0_FJT*: The total 
figure is calculated bv adding UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABClR f.XPENSf to 
MANAGEMENT INCOME AND PROFIT. The ner hour figure is calculated hy djviding 
the total figure bv HOURS OF UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR. HOU"RS OF UN-
PAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR is calculated bv multiril ving PRODUCTIVE "'1AN 
WORK UNITS x 10 and subtracting HIRED LABOR HOURS for the entPrnrise. HTRED 
LABOR HOURS is calculated bv dividing Hired Labor Exnense for the enternric;e 
(from page 3 of form 7363) by VALUE OF' HIRED LABOR PER HOUR. VALUf. OF HI'R.ED 
LABOR PER HOUR is calculated bv dividin~ Total Hired Labor Exnense (from nage 
1 of form 7363) by Hired Labor Hours (from nage 1 of form 7363). 
--------------
*Headings followed by (*) are calculated exactly the same for crop enter-
prises. These calculations have been explained under Crop Summaries, but are 
explained again to avoid confusion. 
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INDIVIDUAL LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISE ANALYSIS EXPLANATIONS 
DAIRY SUM.'{ARY 
A. NU1'1BER OF COWS: Copied from form 7363. 
B. 
c. 
NUMBER OF COWS PER }{A.~ EOUIVALENT: Number of cows divided by NUHBER OF 
MAN-YEAR EOUIVALENTS used in the dairy enternrise. NUMBER OF MAN-YEAR 
EOUIVALENTS USED is calculated bv dividing PRODUCTIVE MA.1\l' WORK UNITS used 
in the dairy enterprise (see page 9) bv 300. 
DAIRY RI:TITRNS PER $ FEED FED: TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION from the dairy 
enterprise (F below) divided by the TOTAL FEED COSTS of the dairy ente~­
prise (page 21). 
Excentions to livestock summary explanation. 
VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
D. DAIRY INCREASE: Ending Inventorv + Dairy Cattle Sales or transfers - Be-
ginning Inventorv - Dairy Cattle purchases (all these figures are from 
page 4 form 7363). 
E. ~ILK SOLD: Copied from pa~e 1 of form 7363. 
F, TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION: This value is found by adding DAIRY INCREASE+ 
MILK SOLD. 
' 
MILK ~ARY 
This summary is for milk and cream sales only. Dairy antmal sales, pur-
chases, and changes in inventory are left out of all the calculations. 
A. NUMBER OF COWS: Copied from Average Number of Cows in Herd on form 7363. 
B. POUNDS OF 3.5% "'!_ILK SOLD: This is calculated by multiplving the oounds of 
milk sold by the average butterfat test and then dividing bv 3.5%. 
C. POUNDS OF 3.5% ~ILK SOLD PER COW: This is calculated by dividtng POUNDS 
OF 3.5% MILK SOLD by NUMBER OF COWS. 13,000 pounds is acceptable but your 
goal should be 14~000 pounds or more. 
D. POUNDS OF MILK SOLD PER MAN EOUIVALENT: This is calculated by dividing 
POUNDS OF 3. 5% MILK SOLD by NUMBER OF ~AN-YEAR EOUIVALENTS USED in dairy 
(see page 9). 
E. VALUE OF MILK SOLD PER COW: This is calculated by dividing MILK SOLD by 
NUMBER OF COWS. 
F. FEED COSTS FOR "t:!..LLK PER COW: FEED COSTS FOR ~ILK divided by NUMBER OF 
COWS. FEED COSTS FOR ~ILK is found by multiplying the TOTAL FEED COSTS 
for dairy by PERCENT OF DAIRY FEED CHARGED TO MILK PRODUCTION 1' 100. 
(see I below) 
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H. ~tILY -~I.J._S _ _.:_'\.S.A_'i __ OF -~~"D'1_Y _ _:'._:\Lllf: Thi" nercentare ic; found t'v divid11n 
'HLY SOLD bv TnTAL VALUL rw Pl'.!ODl1CTIO" for the• cfairv (•ntPrnrisP (1'xnl:iined 
on n;i.ge 21). 
T. PE~'l~1'£~J~F __ D.f._Q'_Y __ n:r.:.~S::_H_!-..RG~l~_?.'l)_'!.I_I::._f5__P_'R_!)l)_l:l_C}J_n:.:~: Thie; 1<:; 0(j\1:1l to ttlP 
ncrcent th<lt ~nrx SOU) is of TOTA.L VAL!T llF f'P()DLTC'TFW for ilairv. 't i <., 
calculated bv clividin? MTLK r.:;n1n hv TnTAL \TAUT nF p1rnTll'("lJfl'·: fr 0 M diinr" 
l ()() . 
J. l~X~N~ES: AU exnenc;e caJcul;:itionq 11re founrl bv riultinlvinP, thf' exnense 
figure.:; from the Dairy Summarv bv (l-..fIU' SOLD divid<"d hv T0'1AL "ALPf )T< 
PROOUCTIOH from dairv). 
Swine Detailed Analvsis 
A. F..PvrlJ.E?::....!2f_ Smi_L~ND GILTS: This fiP;ure is calculated bv 1dcHng tl1l' hedn-
ning and ending inventories of sowc; and gilts and the'1 r'ividing hv '1 
This gives the average number on hnnd during the ve'lr. 
B. NUMBER OF SOWS AND GILTS PER '!AN EOUIVALENT: N1]1'.jBER l)f sows Mm r,n TS di-
-------------
vided by NtPJfBER OF '·fAN EOUIVALENTS us·ED Pl SWii\!E. Nll'1BFP OF '!/\~: F<WJVA-
Lf.NTS USED rn swnm is found hv d1vidin2 PRODUCTIVE '1A N \T()>{ f p~:ITS used 
swine (see explanation on page Q) bv 100. 
C. NUMBER OF LITTE_~UARR0WED: Thie; :i.s conied nirectlv fr"m Mge 4 of form 
7363. 
D. TOTAL NUMBER OF PIGS WEANED: This fip,urc is copied directlv from n·rne 4 
of form 7363. ---
E. NUMB1ill:_ OF PIGS WEANED __ Ef,R_b_ITTf:F: This ic; calculated bv dividinp; TnTAL 
NUMBER OF PTGS WEANED hv NU''1BE"R OF LITTERS FARROlfFT). 
in 
F. POUNDS OF PORK PRODUCED: This is calculated bv adding the weiRhts of hogs 
in the Ending Inventory (sows, gilts, boars. shoats, or feeder nigs) and 
Sold (sows & boars, market hop;s, feeder oigs) - the weight of Purchai:;ed 
hogs (sows & boars, feeder pigs) and Beginning Inventorv (sows, gi1t5, 
boars, shoats or feeder pigs). The difference represents the nounds of 
nork produced <luring the vear. 
G. POUNDS OF PORK PRODUCED PER ~N EQUIVALENT: This is calculated bv diviriing 
POUNDS OF PORK PRODUCED--bv ~ER OF MAN EQUIVALENTS USED TN SWP..lE. 
H. RETIJRNS PJ!!.R $ FEFJ_)~: This fi~ure is calculated hv dividing VALUf np 
PORK PRODUCTION (explained on page 20) bv TOTAL FEED COSTS (explained on 
page 21). 
FEEDER PIGS SOLD OR MARKET HOGS SOLD 
I. NUMBER, POUNDS, VALUE: Each of these fi~ures is copied <lirectlv from page 
4 of form 7363. 
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J. WT./PIG: Total Weight of Feeder Pigs or Market Hogs sold divided by 
number of feeder pigs or market hogs sold. 
K. VALUE/PIG: Total value of Feeder Pi~ or Market Hog sales divided by 
number of feeder pigs or market hogs sold. 
BEEF FEEDING SUMMARY 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
A. NUMBER OF FAT CATTLE SOLD: This figure is copied from page 4 of form 7363, 
B. NUMBER OF FAT CATTLE SOLD PER MAN EOUIVALENT: NUMBER OF FAT CATTLE SOLD 
divided bv MAN EQUIVALENTS USED JN FEEDER CATTLE. MAN EOUIVALENTS USED IN 
FEEDER CATTLE is found by dividing PRODUCTIVE MAN WORK UNITS used in feeder 
cattle (see page 9) bv 300. 
C. POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED: ThiA figure iA found bv adding total weight 
in ending inventory + total weight sold - total weight of nurchased 
or transferred - total wei~ht of beginning inventorv. 
D. POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED Pm MAN EOUIVALENT: POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED divi-
ded by MAN EQUIVALENTS USED IN FEEDER CATTLE. 
E. PERCENT DEATH LOSS: This is calculated by dividing the number of animals 
which died bv the sum of Beef Feeder Purchases number and Beef Feeder Be-
ginning Inventory number. 
F. RETURNS PER $ FEED FED: This value is calculated bv dividing VALUE OF 
BEEF PRODUCED (explained on page 20) bv TOTAL FEED COSTS (explained on 
page 21). 
BEEF BREEDING S~.ARY 
GENERAL INFOR.!vfATION 
A. NUMBER OF COWS BRED TO CALVE: This figure is copied from Page 4 of form 
7363. 
B. PERCENT CALF CROP: This figure is calculated bv dividing NUMBER OF COWS 
BRED TO CALVE bv NUMBER OF CALVES SAVED (from page 4 of form 7363). 
C. POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED: This is calculated by adding the weight of cows, 
bulls, heifers, and calves in Ending Inventorv + the weight of the cows, 
bulls, heifers and calves Sold - the weight of Purchased cows, bulls, and 
heifers - the weight of cows, bulls, heifers, and calves in Beginning In-
ventory. The difference represents the Pounds of Beef Produced during the 
year. 
D. POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED PER COW: This is calculated by dividing the POUNDS 
OF BEEF PRODUCED by the AVERAGE NUMBER OF COWS. The AVER.AGE NUMBER OF COWS 
is determined by adding the Beginning and Ending Inventory number and di-
vidin~ by 2. 
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E. RETURNS PER $ FEED FED: This figure is calculated hv dividing VALP: nF 
BEEF PRODUCED (explained on Page 20) bv TOTAL FEED COSTS (exnlainerl on 
page 21). 
SHEEP SlI'-NARY 
GENERAL tNFOR""l'A T ION 
A. AV~RAC~~ i\1.JMBER_oF EWES: This figure ic; calculated bv ndding the number of 
ewes in beginning inventorv to the numher in ending inventorv and dividinP 
by 2. 
B. NUMBER OF EWES EXPOSED: Thie; figure is conied from form 7363. 
C. LAMB CROP PRR EWE EXPOSED: Thi::; is calculated bv dividing the ::umher of 
Lambs Weaned (fro; form 7361) bv the NLi":-mER nF ElJFS F.XPnsrn. 
D. POUNDS OF WOOL PER EWE: This is calculated bv dividing the Pounds of T.J'o<'l 
Sold (from form 7363) bv the AVERAGt Nl~fBF.R f1F EWtS. 
E. GROSS INCOME PER EWE: This is calculated bv dividinp; Value of LA"tB, 
MUTTON, and WOOL-PRODUCTION (explained on nage 20) bv AVERAGE i\11J"fBF'P. OF 
EWES. 
F. POUNDS OF LAMB AND MUTTON PRODUCED: This is calculated bv adding the 
weight of Ewes, Rams, and Lambs in Ending tnventorv and Sales of Ewes. 
Rams, and Lambs - the weight of Purchased Ewes, Fams. and Lamh~ - the 
weight of F:wes, Rams and Lambs in Beginning Inventorv. 
G. POUNDS OF LAMB AND MUTTON PRODUCED PER !'.fAN EOUIVALENT: pomms f1F LA"fB A~rn 
MUTTON PRODUCED divided b-y NUll.fBER nF ~~Y-Eotfi\1A"1~usED FOR SRfEP. 
NUMBER OF MAN EOUIVALENTS USED FOR SHEEP is calculated bv div id int> PRODUC-
TIVE "1.AN WORK UNITS used for sheen (exnlained on page 9) hv 1no. 
H. RETURNS PER $ FEED FED: Divide VALUF. OF LAMB, t.fUTTON Al ID WOOL PRODllCTiflN 
(explained on page 20) bv TOTAL FEED CO~TS (exnlained on nage 21). 
POULTRY SU'flfA'RY 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
A. AVERAGE ~_B}ff.LOF HENS: This value is taken rlirectlv frolli form 7361. 
B. ~~QE_~q_~-~<?_I:Q.: This value is taken directly from form 71~1. 
c. EGGS SOLD PER HEN: This calculated bv multiplving the number of DOZENS 
OF Fnr.s SOLD bv ] 2 and dividine; hv the AVERAGE NUMBF.R OF HF.NS. 
D. NUMBER OF BROILERS SOLD: This value is taken directlv from form 7363. ____ ,. ___ .. __ ...,........._ 
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E. POUNDS OF BROILERS SOLD: This value is taken directlv from form 7363. 
F. NUMBER OF 'TIJRKEYS SOLD: This value is taken directlv from form 7163. 
G. POUNDS OF TIJRKEYS SOLD: This value iq taken directlv from form 7363. 
H. VALUE OF POULTRY MID EGGS PRODUCED PER MAN EOUIVALENT: Thie; figure is 
calculated bv dividing TOTAL VALUE OF POULTRY A!-ID F£C:S (exnlained on page 
20) bv NTJ1'1BER OF MAN EOUIVALENTS USED IN POUL TRY. NUMR'r:'R OF ~1AN EOUIVA-
LENTS USED BY POULTRY is found by dividing PRODUCTIVE "1-fAN WORK UNITS used 
in poultry (explained on page 9) bv 300. 
